Abstract. In the article a common semi-Markov mathematical model is considered that allows one to investigate the productivity and reliability of various technological processes of mechanical assembly production. The proposed model allows to study, inter alia, technological processes of manufacturing parts with screw and assemblies of threaded connections. Mathematical apparatus of the research is the theory of semi-Markov processes with a common phase space, which operates with a common kind of random variables distribution functions. If the considering process in the system is a subsystem located on a higher level of hierarchy, the hierarchical model for compatibility with each other levels as output simulation parameters required distribution functions. In the proposed model, based on the decision of the Markov renewal equations depend not only on the torque characteristics, but also the distribution function of time per unit of output service according to different kinds of undervalued failures.
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In engineering and other industries it is often necessary to analyze the relationship of life cycle phases (LC) of product, which is manifested in the form of technological heredity [1] . The purpose of the study is to build a common semi-Markov model that allows to investigate the productivity and reliability of various technological processes (TP) of the mechanical assembly production (MAP), including the manufacture of threaded parts and the automated assembly of threaded connections (TC), taking into account various types of failures.
Publications [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7] confirm the effectiveness of the application of semiMarkov mathematical models allowing to determine the productivity of serving devices (SD), for modeling and research of TP of MAP taking into account their reliability. As the SD, we will consider various technological modules (TM), on the basis of which models the production system as a whole is modeled. The service cycle time of a unit of production in a production system is the most informative characteristic of its productivity. In the simulation, it is necessary to take into account the stochastic nature of the service time, uptime and recovery TP [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] .
Threaded connections (TC) constitute up to 70% of the means of fixation of parts used in mechanical engineering products (MEP) [9, 10] . The criterion of the quality of TC, affecting the reliability of MEP, is the non-opening of the joint during operation [9, 10] . One of the most effective ways of obtaining TDs with external thread (ET) in mass production is thread-rolling on double-roller machines [1, 9, 10, 11, 12] . According to experiments and research, the greatest influence on the quality of the TD has TP threadrolling and genetic information conveyed to workpieces at a process for manufacturing stages inheritance [1, 9, 10, 11, 12] . As an example, consider the construction of the semiMarkov model TP thread-rolling. The reliability of the thread-rolling machine depends on a number of factors, the most important of which are the accuracy of the diameter and shape of the workpiece, the hardness and plasticity of the material, the correct installation of the workpiece on the machine and the degree of wear of thread rollers (TR), compliance with technological regimes [9, 13, 14, 15] . Geometric and precision parameters of workpieces and TDs formed on technological transitions are random variables (RB), mathematical expectations, variances and distribution functions (DF) of which can be obtained by statistical processing and analysis of the results of production experiments. Experimental distributions of RV, for the convenience of research, using the apparatus of neural networks [16] , can be replaced by a generalized Erlang law of the second and higher orders [17] . The experimental values of the expectation of uptime and recovery elements TP thread-rolling, for four of the most frequent failures are presented in the table. The elements of the TP will be considered as part of the process equipment and the RD values of parameters. Inadmissible values of the parameters of TD will be considered as TP failures. The experimental data given in the table are the starting points for constructing a general semi-Markovian model that allows us to investigate the performance of the TP MAP taking into account various types of failures. Suppose that in the event of a failure during the TP, the maintenance of the product is interrupted, and after the repair it continues, taking into account the time of the interrupted service [17, 18] . All failures of TP will be considered undevaluing [17] , and TDs -subject to total control. The technology of total control of TDs in this article is not considered.
We 
. It is necessary to determine the DF ) (t F θ of the RV θ -the service cycle time of the TP unit of production taking into account its failures, the mathematical expectation and variance of the RV, as well as the productivity of the TP. To describe the operation of the production system using the process of Markov recovery (PMR) } 0 ; , { ≥ n n n θ ξ and the corresponding semi-Markov process (SMP) ) (t ξ [7, 17] with states:
10х -the TP is operational, began to service the next unit of production; the time remaining before the failure of the TP is equal to 0 ≥ x ; 11х -instantaneous state, corresponding to the end of the service unit; the time remaining before the failure of the TP is equal 0 ≥ x ; 20х -there was a restoration of the operability of the TP and continued interrupted maintenance of the unit of production; the time remaining until the end of the interrupted service is equal 0 ≥ x ; 21iх -i-th TP failure occurred, the unit service was interrupted; the time remaining until the end of the interrupted service is equal 0 ≥ x . The time diagram of the TP is given in [17] , the transition graph is shown in Fig. 1 . 
We define the semi-Markov kernel Q(t,x,В)
where ( )
),
The system of equations of Markov recovery [2, 3,17]: We solve the system of Volterra integral equations of the second kind (4) by the method of successive approximations [18] . In the system (4) we substitute the third equation into the second, we obtain: 
We denote by
Let us find the zero (initial) approximation:
The first approximation will have the form:
Similarly, we find the m-th approximation:
The solution of system (4) has the form:
where n -the number of failure modes in the TP under consideration. Equation (17) determines the DF cycle time service on TM production unit, which depends on the initial state 10x, comprising a continuous component x. To obtain the DF ) (t F θ of the CB θ -time of the service cycle on TM per unit of production, irrespective of the initial state, we carry out the averaging by the formula [2] :
where ) (dx ρ -stationary distribution of the embedded Markov chain { },
-DF the residence time in the state x, k E -the investigated subset of states. In [17] it is shown that the solution for the system is determined by the formulas:
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where i p -probability of i-th failure.
Искомая ФР ) (t F θ СВ θ -времени цикла обслуживания единицы продукции ТП с учетом его отказов равна: The required DF ) (t F θ of the RV θ -time of the cycle of servicing of the unit of production of the TP taking into account its failures is equal to:
The formula (22) allows to model TP as a whole. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 . The initial data for modeling are the distribution functions ( ) 4 . They are distributed according to the generalized second-order Erlang law, and ) (t F θ . The simulation was carried out for four types of failures, the parameters of which are given in the table. To simplify and visualize the simulation, the model provides for the possibility of carrying out calculations for groups of parts of 10 -100 pieces that are part of large batches with a volume of 10,000 pcs. The mathematical expectation of the FR obtained as a result of the simulation is 1.01482 h. The proposed general semi-Markov model allows to determine the TP performance taking into account different types of failures and to predict the proportion of good products in the batch of products. Taking into account the interrelationship between the manufacturing processes of the ТD and the assembling of MEPs containing TS, the results of modeling thread-rolling transformers can be used as input data for a similar model of MAP that are informational-compatible with the proposed [1, 17, 19, 20] . On the basis of these results can be solved the problem of optimal allocation of resources to upgrade equipment [17] . The direction of further research is related to the analysis of the applicability of the proposed mathematical model for various TPs with failures.
